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Abstract. For accurate measurements of electric fields,

spherical double probes are electronically controlled to be at

a positive potential of approximately 1 V relative to the am-

bient magnetospheric plasma. The spacecraft will acquire a

potential which balances the photoelectrons escaping to the

plasma and the electron flux collected from the plasma. The

probe-to-plasma potential difference can be measured with a

time resolution of a fraction of a second, and provides infor-

mation on the electron density over a wide range of electron

densities from the lobes (∼ 0.01 cm−3) to the magnetosheath

(> 10 cm−3) and the plasmasphere (> 100 cm−3). This tech-

nique has been perfected and calibrated against other den-

sity measurements on GEOS, ISEE-1, CRRES, GEOTAIL

and POLAR. The Cluster spacecraft potential measurements

opens the way for new approaches, particularly near bound-

aries and gradients where four-point measurements will pro-

vide information never obtained before. Another interesting

point is that onboard data storage of this simple parameter

can be done for complete orbits and thereby will provide

background information for the shorter full data collection

periods on Cluster. Preliminary calibrations against other

density measurements on Cluster will be reported.

Key words. Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp,

and boundary layers) Space plasma physics (spacecraft

sheaths, wakes, charging; instruments and techniques)

1 Introduction

Most spacecraft have solar cells and thermal blankets made

of highly resistive materials. Sunlit surfaces tend to charge

to positive potentials due to the emission of photoelectrons,

and shadowed surfaces charge to negative potentials due to
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the collection of ambient electrons. In the case of high fluxes

of energetic electrons, this negative potential will dominate.

The ESA GEOS-1 and the NASA ISEE-1 and ISEE-2

spacecraft, all launched in 1977, were the first to have con-

ductive surfaces in order to support electric field and low

energy particle measurements. The conductivity required

for this purpose is of the order of 0.1 M� between sunlit

and shadowed surfaces and their integrated connection to the

structure and the electric reference point (star point). This

is sufficient for most magnetospheric and solar wind envi-

ronments to ensure that the spacecraft surfaces have a uni-

form potential within better than 1 V. This potential relative

to the ambient plasma will be determined by a balance be-

tween the photoelectrons escaping to the plasma and the am-

bient electrons collected by the spacecraft. A high flux of

electrons in the plasmasphere, the magnetosheath and in the

solar wind will bring such a spacecraft to a few volts posi-

tive relative to the plasma. In the lobes, the electron flux is

very low and the spacecraft will go very positive and cause

most photoelectrons to orbit back to the spacecraft; only the

high energy tail of the photoelectron distribution will balance

the ambient electrons, and spacecraft potentials of +50 V or

more can then be observed. Ion currents are always negligi-

ble compared to photoelectron and electron currents, in the

high speed solar wind as well.

Electric field spherical double probe experiments have

been, or are at present in operation (GEOS-1, GEOS-2,

ISEE-1, CRRES, GEOTAIL, POLAR and Cluster). For the

proper operation of an electric field experiment, it is neces-

sary to force electrons to the probes by a high impedance

current source, thereby placing them close to the plasma po-

tential. In this way, they have an optimum impedance for

connecting to the plasma. This is necessary for electric field

measurements, and in addition, it provides a potential refer-

ence for the spacecraft. For detailed explanations, see Peder-

sen et al. (1998). The potential between the spacecraft and an
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of the

spacecraft and probe current balance

between photoelectrons escaping to the

plasma and electrons collected from the

plasma. For the probe, a bias current

(Ib) forces electrons to the probe in-

dependent of probe voltage. Iphos and

Iphop are spacecraft and probe photo-

electron saturation currents. Iphs and

Iphp are spacecraft and probe photo-

electron currents as functions of, re-

spectively, spacecraft potential (Vs ) and

probe potential (Vp). Ies and Iep are

spacecraft and probe electron currents

as functions of, respectively, Vs and Vp .

electric field probe has been related to the plasma density and

the electron flux in different plasma environments (Laakso et

al., 1995; Pedersen, 1995; Escoubet et al., 1997; Nakagawa

et al., 2000; Scudder et al., 2000). More details about the

electric field experiment (EFW) are given by Gustafsson et

al. (1997) and by Andre et al. (2001, this issue).

This technique cannot compete with particle experiments

or active or passive wave experiments for the accurate deter-

mination of plasma parameters. Its usefulness, following the

calibration by these experiments, is the ability to measure

rapid changes in plasma density or electron flux at bound-

aries with a time resolution better than 0.1 s. Furthermore,

the spacecraft potential measurements can be used as an easy

survey parameter, and can also be extrapolated to very low

density environments (lobes) where particle experiments ac-

quire very few counts.

2 Calibration of spacecraft potential measurements on

Cluster

All electric field probes on Cluster are 8 cm in diameter

spheres with a uniform carbon-paint surface. The best

method to find the photoelectron characteristic for one sphere

is to choose a tenuous plasma environment and step the bias

current (electrons forced onto the sphere) until the sphere

rushes to negative potentials; this happens when the bias cur-

rent exceeds the maximum photoelectron current, where all

photoelectrons from the probe will then escape to the plasma.

Figure 1 is a schematic presentation of the current balance

for the spacecraft and one of the electric field probes in re-

spectively a thin plasma and a more dense plasma with lower

electron energy. The maximum photoelectron currents emit-

ted by the spacecraft and the probe are Iphos and Iphop. The

current scale for the spacecraft is approximately 1000 times
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that for the probe. For the spacecraft, the escaping photoelec-

trons (Iphs) are in balance with the collected ambient elec-

trons (Ies), resulting in a potential Vs . For the probe, the

negative bias current (Ib), which forces the electrons on the

probe, plus the collected ambient electrons (Iep), balance the

escaping photoelectrons (Iphp) from the probe. This causes

the probe to be at a potential Vp close to that of the plasma,

with only a small variation from a thin plasma to a more

dense plasma.

In Fig. 2, it is shown that the maximum probe photoelec-

tron current, Iphop, is 280 nA, corresponding to a current den-

sity Jpho = 56 µAm−2, and that the e-folding energy of the

photoelectrons, eVph, is 3 eV, as determined from probe bias

current sweeps which forces the probe to be at a few volts

positive relative to the plasma. This value of Iphop was the

one at the end of 2000; previous studies have demonstrated

that it will increase and gradually reach a stable value over

approximately one year. Stable values of Ipho above 300 nA

can be expected (Schmidt and Pedersen, 1987). In order to

follow this development, it is necessary to repeat the calibra-

tion procedure at intervals.

The escaping part of the photoelectrons is Iphp = Iphop

exp(V/Vph). In Fig. 2, typical bias currents of 172 nA and

220 nA are drawn. In a tenuous plasma, this will position

the probe at the potentials of, respectively, VP = 1.2 V and

VP = 0.7 V relative to the plasma. Vp is determined from the

balance between the photoelectron characteristic and the bias

current chosen. When Cluster enters a more dense plasma,

the ambient electron current will add to the bias current and

drive the probe even closer to the plasma potential.

The spacecraft, including booms, have a sunlit area of ap-

proximately 5 m2, which is 1000 times larger than the sunlit

area of one probe. On GEOS-2, it was established that the

photoemission current density from the spacecraft surfaces

and the probes was very similar.This was done by observing

that the potential difference between an unbiased probe and

the spacecraft in a dense plasma was very small. In the ab-

sence of such a check on Cluster, we will assume that the

maximum photoemission for the spacecraft is 280 µA, and

that the e-folding energy of the photoelectrons for small pos-

itive potentials, in this case, is 3 eV.

The Whisper active plasma resonance experiment on Clus-

ter (Decreau et al., 1997) provides information about the

electron density. Simultaneous measurements of the elec-

tron density and the spacecraft-to-probe potential difference,

Vs − Vp, is used in Fig. 2 to check the spacecraft photoelec-

tron characteristic. We have chosen cases where the solar

wind density, measured by Whisper, was 1, 10 and 20 cm−3.

The solar wind electron energy was chosen to be 16 eV; this

choice is not critical for the following check. The more diffi-

cult choice is to establish the electron current collection area

for Cluster (cylinder with a 3 m diameter and a 1.3 m height).

The electron current to a sphere of radius r is Ie = Jeo4πr2

(1 + V/Ve), where Jeo is the random electron current and

eVe is the electron mean energy (Pedersen, 1995). Cluster is

not a sphere; however, when the size of a body is smaller

than the Debye length, the body attracts ambient electrons
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Fig. 2. Lower part: probe photoelectron current plotted against

probe potential, and two bias curents of −172 nA and −220 nA.

The current balance results in probe potentials of 1.2 V and 0.7 V,

respectively. Upper part: spacecraft photoelectron characteristic,

determined from Whisper solar wind and magnetosheath electron

densities. Electron energy is assumed to be 16 eV in the solar wind

and in the range of 30–50 eV in the magnetosheath. Symbols are

the following: SW 1 is 1 cm−3, SW 10 is 10 cm−3 and SW 20 is

20 cm−3 in the solar wind. MSH 50 is 50 cm−3 in the magne-

tosheath. The squares mark values of currents to the spacecraft for

solar wind and magnetosheath plasma accelerated to the spacecraft

for the corresponding measured Vs−Vp values. The dotted lines are

extensions of the photoelectron characteristics to spacecraft volt-

ages up to 33 V. See text for detailed explanations.

like a sphere (Bourdeau et al., 1961). For this check, it is

a satisfactory approximation since the spacecraft is smaller

than the Debye length in all solar wind and magnetospheric

environments except in the plasmasphere, when the electron

density, Ne, exceeds approximately 50 cm−3. The measured

Vs values and the corresponding solar wind densities from

Whisper (Ne = 1, 10 and 20 cm−3 marked SW 1, SW 10 and

SW 20 in Fig. 2) have been used to calculate the current of the

accelerated solar wind electrons to the spacecraft. The cur-

rents to the spacecraft, corresponding to the Vs values mea-

sured for the three solar wind electron densities, are given as

squares in Fig. 2. The width of the squares indicates the un-

certainty in the spacecraft potential relative to the plasma. In

these calculation, we have assumed that the spacecraft elec-

tron collecting area is in the range of 20–25 m2; this uncer-

tainty is given as the height of the squares. The solar wind

squares fit fairly well on a photoelectron characteristic with

Iphos = Jphop·5.0 m2 and an e-folding energy of 3 eV, demon-

strating that the probe and the spacecraft have very similar

characteristics at least up to Vs values of 10–15 V.

The electron drift instrument, EDI, on Cluster emits elec-

trons with energy above 1 keV. For a period on 14 January

2001, EDI emitted 300 nA on spacecraft 2 when all space-

craft were in the magnetosphere (Paschmann, private com-

munication). Other spacecraft with no electrons emitted from
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Fig. 3. Electron densities measured by Whisper given as a func-

tion of the spacecraft-to-probe potential difference, Vs − Vp . Vp

is of the order of 1.0 volt in a tenuous magnetospheric plasma

(Ne < 1 cm−3), and is less than 1.0 V relative to the plasma for

higher electron densities.

EDI showed identical potentials relative to the plasma, but

were less positive than on spacecraft 2. This observation can

be used to see how much the spacecraft photoelectron cur-

rent to the plasma must decrease to balance the EDI electron

emission. By using periods with different plasma densities,

and observing the differences between Vs for spacecraft 2

and the other spacecraft, it is possible to extend the space-

craft photoelectron characteristic to more positive potentials

(dotted lines in Fig. 2). The upper and lower dotted lines in-

dicate the uncertainty in this calculation. The spacecraft has

higher e-folding energies for spacecraft potentials above 10–

15 V. This is in agreement with previous observations (Es-

coubet et al., 1997). The normal operational EDI electron

current is variable, but near 40 nA, and for spacecraft poten-

tials with less than approximately +40 V, this is a negligible

current. For very positive spacecraft potentials, correspond-

ing to very tenuous plasmas, it may be necessary to consider

if EDI is operating or not in order to obtain the best calibra-

tion between the spacecraft potential and the density or the

electron flux.

During high densities in the magnetosheath, it was ex-

pected that the spacecraft would go to very small potentials,

less than 1 V, and that the probes would be negative. This

did not happen and the likely explanation is that the mag-

netosheath electrons, with energies up to 50 eV or possibly

more, will produce secondary electrons with typical energies

of a few volts. A secondary electron yield of 50% is possible.

In Fig. 2, Vs is plotted for a measured density by Whisper of

50 cm−3 in the magnetosheath, assuming an electron energy

of 50 eV. This value of Vs deviates from the curve established

in the solar wind where the lower electron energy has a very

small secondary electron yield. This deviation indicates a

possible component of the secondary electrons in addition to

photoelectrons in the magnetosheath. Secondary electrons

are emitted with energies below 10 eV and are not important

for very positive spacecraft potentials. The secondary elec-

trons will, in this case, not escape, but will orbit back to the

spacecraft.

In Fig. 3, the electron density from Whisper is given as a

function of Vs − Vp. Data for each point in the plot have

been taken from intervals when the plasma density was con-

stant over a much longer time than the sampling intervals

for EFW (1/5 s) and Whisper (1.5 s up to 28 s depending on

the mode). The data has been selected from four days in

the period from December 2000 to February 2001. Since

Vp is close to the plasma potential, it makes sense to speak

about electron density versus spacecraft potential. Numer-

ical simulations by Escoubet et al. (1997) and Laakso and

Pedersen (1998) have demonstrated that for low electron en-

ergies (plasmasphere and solar wind), Vs − Vp is a function

of density and a weak function of electron energy. Cali-

brated electron densities and energies have so far not been

available on Cluster for tenuous plasmas where electron en-

ergies are higher and Vs −Vp depends on electron density as

well as energy. The POLAR electron density versus Vs − Vp

curve (Scudder et al., 2000), which is also shown in Fig. 3, is

quite different from the Cluster curve which has higher cur-

rent densities and higher e-folding energies for the escaping

photoelectrons than for previous missions. The difference is

more marked for lower electron densities and more positive

spacecraft potentials. A possible explanation can be that the

photoemission is more pronounced at solar maximum, when

Cluster data was collected, than for the POLAR data col-

lected closer to solar minimum. The POLAR curve in Fig. 3

is based on calibration with an electron experiment. It will

be necessary in the future to check if Whisper overestimates,

to some extent, the electron density in a tenuous plasma due

to a possible influence from the photoelectrons around the

spacecraft. The spread of blue data points (magnetosphere)

in Fig. 3 is due to variations in electron energy. This depen-

dance will be studied in the future with Cluster electron data.

3 Spacecraft potential measurements at the magne-

topause

Before presenting examples of observations at the magne-

topause, it is necessary to estimate the time, 1t , required

for a spacecraft to come to an equilibrium when the plasma

conditions change. We approximate the spacecraft capac-

itance C with a sphere of diameter r = 1 m, resulting in

C = 4πǫr = 10−10 F. First, we consider a sudden change

in the plasma density to a very small value. The current bal-

ance in this new situation will require that less photoelectrons

escape to space, and they will instead orbit back to the space-

craft. This can only be achieved by a more positve spacecraft.
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Fig. 4. Time series of the probe to

spacecraft potential, Vs − Vp , for the

four Cluster spacecraft (black is space-

craft 1, red is spacecraft 2, green is

spacecraft 3 and blue is spacecraft 4)

are given in panel (a). Panels (b) and (c)

are the same as (a) for selected shorter

intervals. Panels (d) and (e) show Vs −

Vp as a function of a distance scale par-

allel to an estimated magnetopause nor-

mal. The zero on this scale has been

placed arbitrarily at the midpoint of the

magnetopause boundary layer gradient.

The magnetopause velocity vectors, in

GSE coordinates, are also given in these

two panels.

Typical orbital times of the bulk of the photoelectrons at low

energies will be of the order of µs and the adjustment of cur-

rents is very fast. The charging time will be of the order of

1t = C · 1V/1Iph, where 1V is the voltage change and

1Iph is the reduction in photoelectrons emitted to space. For

1V = 50 volt and 1Iph = 10 µA, 1t = 0.5 ms. This rough

estimate only serves to demonstrate that t is very small. For

a situation where the spacecraft moves from a very tenuous

plasma to a denser one, 1t = C · 1V/1Ies , where Ies is the

step in the ambient electron current. The increase of ambient

electrons will in this case be balanced very quickly by emis-

sion of additional photoelectrons to the plasma from the large

supply of photoelectrons on trapped orbits near the space-

craft. The most critical situation is in a tenuous plasma where

the electron current is small and will be the limiting factor for

balancing the photoelectron current increase. The following

values give an indication: 1V = 10 V and 1Ies100 nA. This

will result in 1t = 10−2 s. It is interesting to note that in this

latter case, moving to a denser plasma, 1t is smaller for a

large body than a small body because C is proportional to r ,

but the electron current is proportional to r2.

It can safely be concluded that 1t is smaller than 0.1 s

from the above rough estimates. A numerical simulation of

how the spacecraft follows plasma gradients must be the next

step for obtaining a better quantitative understanding of this

problem. For more details, see Laakso et al. (1995).

All Cluster spacecraft experienced several magnetopause

crossings on 31 December 2000 for more than four hours

when Cluster orbited from 15.4 RE to 17.5 RE , and the mag-

netic latitude changed from 30.5◦ to 21.3◦. The magnetic

local time was close to 16:20 MLT for the whole period. One

example from early in this period of an inward and then an

outward motion of the magnetopause, observed as the space-

craft potential changed, is presented in Fig. 4. The param-

eter Vp − Vs , which is approximately −Vs , is plotted as a

function of time; this makes it possible to associate an in-
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crease in electron density with an upwards trend in Vp − Vs .

An approximate density scale from Fig. 3 is given on the

right side of Fig. 4a. The panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 4 show

20 s intervals covering, respectively, the inward and the out-

ward motion of the magnetopause. André et al. (2001, this

issue) have analysed the same event as the one shown in

Fig. 4, with emphasis on low frequency waves and magnetic

field data which demonstrates clear crossings of the magne-

topause current layer. Spacecraft 4 observed that the mag-

netic field turned from northward to southward in the time

interval 1240–1250 s after 10:00 UT, and from southward to

northward in the time interval 1240-1250 s after 10:00 UT.

Referring to the upper panel of Fig. 4, this indicates that the

steep gradient is of the order of 5 s inside the inner edge of

the current layer. We will later translate this into an approxi-

mate distance scale.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a detailed

study of the magnetopause; this can only be done when data

from more experiments can be combined. However, we can

outline the possibilities and limitations of the spacecraft po-

tential technique when crossing the boundary layer and the

magnetopause current layer. The Vp − Vs parameter, which,

in normal mode, is sampled every 1/5 s, can resolve the fast

density changes over one second, as seen for some bondary

layer crossings in Fig. 4b. It is also possible to see boundary

layer structure and to see that spacecraft 2 (red), which was

at the greatest distance from the Earth, had a longer bound-

ary layer crossing, indicating that the boundary moved more

slowly for the spacecraft 2 crossing than for the following

ones.

There is a drop in Vp −Vs on all spacecraft from −22 V to

−24 V for approximately 15–20 s before the first steep gra-

dient in Fig. 4a. It is unlikely that there is a density deple-

tion at the inner edge of the boundary layer; it is more likely

that there is a drop in electron temperature when shifting

from magnetospheric conditions to a region of colder mag-

netosheath plasma. This drop in Vp − Vs is not seen for the

outward motion of the magnetopause. In the steep density

gradient, it is difficult to assess the electron energy distri-

bution, and electron experiments may have problems with

measurements in a short time period. This means that the

exact densities through the gradient will be difficult to deter-

mine. However, all spacecraft will experience the same rela-

tion between electron density and Vp − Vs . In addition, the

gradient measurements can be used for the relative timing of

gradient crossings in order to estimate the normal to the mag-

netopause and the velocity of the magnetopause along this

direction, using the assumption that the magnetopause is a

plane on a scale comparable to the spacecraft separations, of

the order of 500 km. Furthermore, it is necessary to assume

that the magnetopause moves with a constant velocity across

all spacecraft. Figures 4b and 4c show that this is not always

the case. During the inward motion of the magnetopause,

spacecraft 2 observes less steep changes in Vp − Vs than the

other spacecraft. At the same time, spacecraft 4 observes

small-scale variations in the middle of the gradient that are

not observed by the other spacecraft. The variations between

spacecraft are even larger during the outward motion of the

magnetopause. Nevertheless, we can obtain a rough estimate

of the magnetopause velocity using the above mentioned as-

sumptions. For this we need to estimate the time separation

between the boundary layer gradients for all spacecraft. Fig-

ures 4d and 4e give the velocity for the magnetopause inward

motion to be 148 km/s (−128, −25, −72 km/s in GSE coor-

dinates), and 51 km/s (10, 43, 27 km/s in GSE coordinates)

for the outward motion. The same figures give the bound-

ary layer gradient on a distance scale, where zero is placed

in the middle of the gradient. For these plots, the estimated

velocities and time separations have been used to place the

observed gradients in the moving magnetopause frame of ref-

erence. The gradient observations have been time shifted by

eye to give the best possible similarity between observations.

These best timeshifts can then be used in an iterative process

to obtain the best velocity vectors.

The velocity of 148 km/s for the inward magnetopause

motion, combined with a 5 s delay from the foot of the

boundary layer gradient to the inner edge of the current layer,

indicates that the thickness of the boundary layer is approx-

imately 750 km. The time interval for crossing the current

layer, quoted above, corresponds to a current layer thickness

of approximately 1500 km. For the magnetopause outward

motion, the smaller velocity of 51 km/s, combined with a

similar time between the inner edge of the current layer and

the foot of the boundary layer gradient, indicates a thinner

boundary layer. However, this indication is uncertain since

the magnetopause and density gradient normals are more dif-

ficult to determine in this case.

In the magnetopause current layer, the electrons will drift,

and if the drift velocity is large compared to the thermal ve-

locity, the electron density versus the spacecraft potential re-

lation may differ from the one presented in Fig. 3. A model

magnetopause current layer, 500 km thick, with tangential

opposite magnetic fields of 20 nT on each side, will have a

current density of approximately Jd = 10−6 Am−2. For an

electron density of Ne = 107 m−3, the electron drift velocity

(approximated by vd = Jd/Ne · e) will be 1.2 106 m/s. The

magnetosheath electron population, which probably domi-

nates at the magnetopause, has typical electron thermal ve-

locities of 4–6 106 m/s, and only for an extreme magneto-

pause, with low electron density and a very large current,

will this technique be influenced.

4 Conclusions

Preliminary calibrations of spacecraft potential measure-

ments as a function of electron density and energy have been

done using electron density data from Whisper, the plasma

resonance sounder on Cluster. Whisper data were obtained

in the solar wind and in the magnetosheath where the elec-

tron energy is sufficiently well-known for this calibration. In

a more tenuous magnetospheric plasma, the spacecraft po-

tentials, measured versus the Whisper electron densities, are

more scattered because the spacecraft current balance is more
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sensitive to the energy of the ambient electrons which varies

considerably in the magnetosphere.

The photoemission of the electric field probes on Cluster

can be checked by using a bias current to move the probes

to the plasma potential near each probe. All photoelectrons

will then escape to the plasma and the maximum photoelec-

tron current can be measured; at the end of the year 2000, the

probe photoelectron current density was 56 µAm−2 and the

e-folding energy was 3 eV for probe potentials of a few volts

relative to the plasma. The spacecraft photoelectron emitting

area is about 5 m2, which is 1000 times that of one probe

(50 cm2). The electron collecting area of the spacecraft is

more uncertain due to its flat cylinder shape. Values of 20–

25 m2 are assumed. When using these values, together with

Whisper solar wind data, the calculated voltages for the cur-

rent balance between photoelectrons and ambient electrons

agree with the above parameters for the spacecraft photo-

electron characteristic. In the magnetosheath, it appears that

secondary emission electrons, emitted with typical energies

of a few volts, add to the photoemission.

Once the understanding of the spacecraft and probes is es-

tablished, it helps to obtain a confidence in the relation be-

tween the electron density and the spacecraft potential shown

in Fig. 3. The complete calibration of this technique towards

lower densities in the plasmas sheet and in the lobes will have

to wait until calibrated partcle data are available in these re-

gions. The Cluster electron density as a function of Vs − Vp,

the spacecraft to probe potential difference (Vs − Vp ∼ Vs

because Vp is small), differs from previous missions. A pos-

sible explanation is that Cluster data samples were taken dur-

ing solar maximum with a higher photoelectron yield.

The time resolution of the spacecaft potential measure-

ments at gradients is better than 0.1 s. The spacecraft capac-

itance is of the order of 100 pF and the currents involved are

sufficiently large to achieve this. Such measurements on four

spacecraft can provide information about density gradients

and their motion at the magnetopause and at the bow shock,

and thereby complement particle measurements which nec-

essarily have lower time resolution. Combined with mea-

surements of electrons, ions, and electric and magnetic fields,

this will greatly advance magnetospheric boundary studies.

An additional advantage is that this simple voltage measure-

ment, which is easily accessible, can be used as a survey pa-

rameter.
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